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What is the Flek Machine? 
 

The Flek Machine is a unified framework for AI analytics. 
Flek allows users to build probabilistic models, develop 
advanced probabilistic applications and run both exploratory 
and predictive analytics – all at the same time.   

 

Who uses Flek? 
 

As a foundational tool for AI Analytics, Flek helps organizations 
with varied needs and sizes: 

 SME (small to medium enterprises) that need to apply ML 
and cannot afford a full-time data science professional. 

 Larger enterprises that need a fully integrated platform to 

helps answer mixed AI questions – without drowning in a 
swamp of complex models and pipelines that are very 
difficult to maintain and share among users and use cases. 
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What Applications is Flek used for? 
 

Flek, as an analytical tool with diverse capabilities, assists 
users in 4 main AI centered activities: analysis, prediction, 

recommendation and decision making. As such, Flek can 

support the needs of a wide range of applications, including: 

marketing, insurance, medical, maintenance, simulation, 
detection and segmentation.  
 

 
 

Intended Audience 
 

Thanks to its ubiquitous probabilistic foundations, the models 
running on FlekML engine can be easily shared and utilized by 
AI citizens with varying technical expertise: data scientists, 

programmers, statisticians and business analysts. Additionally, 

these models can be concurrently used by different applications 
each running its own querying or mining operations – i.e. Flek 
models can be utilized similar to the way models are shared and 

used in SQL databases today. 
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About GoFlek 
 

Revolutionizing how businesses tackle complex AI endeavors, 
GoFlek offers the Flek Machine – a unified framework for AI 

Analytics. 
 
The company was founded in 2017 by a team who are dedicated 
to this vision. Their goal is to develop the next generation of 

AI toolset that allows AI citizens to build complex models, run 
both exploratory and predictive analytics activities as well as 
develop advanced probabilistic programs that can be deployed 

on premise or over the cloud. 
 
For more information please download Flek Ecosystem.pdf and 

Flek Architecture.pdf from our site: www.goflek.com/downloads 

 
 


